
Approximation Algorithms - Tools and Tehniques Spring 2002Leture 13 : Feb 22, 2002Leturer: Kamesh Munagala 1 Sribe: Siddartha Y R2Cut Problems have many appliations in areas suh as VLSI design and lustering. They areNP � hard. MIN-CUT is poly-time, as shown by the Max-Flow/Min-Cut Theorem.The Minimum Multiut ProblemGiven graph G(V;E) with weight e on edge e and a set of node pairsf(s1; t1); (s2; t2); : : : ; (sk; tk)g; To �nd the minimum ost set of edges to be deleted fromthe graph so that eah of the node pairs are disonneted - si is disonneted from ti, for eahi.The problem is known to be NP�hard. In this leture we develop an approximation algorithmusing LP rounding. To start with, we have an IP formulation. The IP variables arexe = ( 1; if e 2 CUT0; otherwiseThe objetive is to minXe2E xeeThe onstraints ensure that there is no path between si and ti. Let Pi be the set of pathsbetween si and ti. Then Xe2pp2Pi xe � 1; 8p 2 Pi; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg:For the LP relaxation, we allow xe 2 [0; 1℄. However, the number of onstraints is the numberof paths between si and ti, for eah i; and is not polynomial, and therefore, neither is the timeomplexity of a standard LP algorithm solving it. We use the separation theorem of Leture.12 to work around this problem.From the Separation Theorem, we know that to solve suh an LP problem in poly-time; it isrequired to determine the following in polytime:1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in 1



2 THE MINIMUM MULTICUT PROBLEM1. If a given setting of xes satis�es all the onstraints, and2. If it does not, to �nd the violated onstraint.Consider the graph G with the xes as edge lengths. Determine the shortest path from eahsi to ti with these edge lengths. If any of the shortest paths has length � 1, then that pathviolates the onstraint. It is lear that this an be done in poly-time. Then, from the SeparationTheorem, this LP an be solved in poly-time.An LP Formulation for Shortest PathImagine the graph edges to be formed from strings of length given by the edge length, onneting\roks" representing the nodes. Let �(ti) represent the \height" to whih the rok orrespondingto ti an be lifted, with si lying on the ground (and of ourse, without breaking any of thestrings). Then, the shortest path between si and ti an be viewed as the maximum height towhih ti an be lifted with si lying on the ground, i.emax �(ti)subjet to1. si is on the ground �(si) = 0:2. No string breaks. i.e, for any edge (u; v), whose length is l(u; v),�(v) � �(u) + l(u; v)3. �(v) � 0; 8vThe number of onstraints is polynomial. To hek that this enodes the shortest path, weshow the following:Claim 1 If ��(t) is the maxima returned by the LP solution, then1. ��(t) � Shortest path length form s to t.2. ��(t) � Shortest path length form s to t.Proof:
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Figure 1: The shortest path between s and t.1. Let the shortest path between s and t be given by su1u2 � � � umt as shown in Figure. 1.Consider the �(�) returned by the LP for eah node in this path. Then we have, from theLP onstraints: �(u1) � �(s) + l(s; u1)�(u2) � �(u1) + l(u1; u2)...�(um) � �(um�1) + l(um�1; um)��(t) � �(um) + l(um; t)Adding the above equations and aneling terms ommon to both sides, we have therequired result. ��(t) � X(ui;ui+1)2 shortest path l(ui; ui+1)2. Let ��(u) be the distane from s to u by the shortest path from s to any u, inluding t.Then, verify that this ��(u) is a feasible solution for the above LP for u. This implies:��(u) � ��(u)whih gives us the required result.Now, we onsider an alternate LP formulation for the MULTICUT problem, using the ideasdeveloped for the shortest path problem above. We again havexe = ( 1; if e 2 CUT0; otherwise
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Figure 2: x(e) forms a metri over V .and �i(v) is the height of v with si on the ground. The LP seeks to minimise the `ut' as de�nedby the xes, while maintaining a `distane' (with xe as length again) more than 1 between eahsi and ti. min Xe exes.t. �i(si) = 0 8i�i(ti) � 1 8i�i(v) � �i(u) + xe 8e = (u; v)�i(v) � 0 8vClaim 2 xe's returned by the LP form a metri over V .Proof: In Fig. 2, p1 is a path from si to u and p2 is a path from v to ti. The LP solutionsatis�es3 len(p1) + x(e3) + len(p2) � 1; (1)len(p1) + x(e1) + x(e2) + len(p2) � 1: (2)If x(e3) > x(e1) + x(e2), then, by reduing x(e3) to x(e1) + x(e2), Eq. 1 is not violated, sineEq. 2. As the LP is minimising x(e3), it sets x(e3) suh that it is just suÆient to avoid violatingthe (only) onstraint it appears in; i.e. Eq. 1. Hene it sets x(e3) = x(e2) + x(e1). The metriso obtained is alled a \Spreading Metri".3In the following, xe, et will also be represented as x(e) whenever it improves readability.
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Figure 3: The graph as a system of pipesView the edges of the graph as \pipes" with ross-setional area e and length xe. The objetivefuntion Pe xee is just the total volume of the system of pipes.Let B(v; ) denote a ball of radius  entered at vertex v.B(v; ) = fu 2 V jdist(u; v) � g:This ball may ut a number of edges and possibly some verties, as shown in Fig. 3. LetÆB (si; )denote the edge-set ut by the ball. Consider the volume of the pipe system that liesinside the ball, given by V (v; ),V (si; ) = Xu;v2B(si;) (u; v)x(u; v) + Xu;v2ÆB(si;) (u; v)( � dist(si; u)):where, for an edge (u; v) 2 ÆB (si; ) ; u 2 B(si; ) and v 62 B(si; ). See that V (si; ) is anon-dereasing funtion of . It may be disontinuous, but the disontinuity is only ausedwhen the ball rosses a vertex; i.e. if there exist no vertex v suh that dist(si; v) = r, thenV (si; ) is ontinuous at r (Thus, there are a �nite number of disontinuities). Consider therate of hange of V (si; ) at suh a region of ontinuity. The rate of hange is just the netross-setional area of all the pipes that the ball is presently utting. Call this rate of hangeC(si; ), and we have C(si; ) 4= dV (si; )d = Xe2ÆB(si;) e:



6 THE MINIMUM MULTICUT PROBLEMInstead of setting V (si; 0) to zero, set it to �k where� 4=Xe exeand k is the number of soure-destination pairs in the problems. Now, de�ne a new \volume"measure as ~V (si; ) 4= �k + V (si; ):The net volume is thus inreased by k �k = � to 2� (as remarked before, the volume orrespondsto the ost of the ut in our original problem).Mean Value TheoremIf f(X) is ontinuous exept for a �nite number of points of disontinuity and di�erentiablein the interval [a; b℄ (a weaker ondition is suÆient, atually) then, there exists a point 2 (a; b) suh that f 0() = f(b)� f(a)b� aTheorem 1 There exists an r 2 [0; 12 ℄ suh thatC(si; r)~V (si; r) � 2 ln 2k:
Proof: Let ~V (si; ) orrespond to f and C(si; ) orresponds to f 0. We prove the theorem byontradition. Assume f 0()f() > ln 2k 8 2 [0; 12 ℄:) R 120 f 0()f() d > 2 ln(2k) � 12) ln(f())j 120 > ln 2k) ln�f( 12 )f(0) � > ln 2k) f(12) > 2kf(0) = 2k �k = 2�But we know that the total (modi�ed) volume was previously obtained as 2� and this volumeinludes edges inident on ti whih is distant at least 1 from si and hene, is not overed by theabove range of  2 [0; 12 ℄. We have a ontradition.We now develop an algorithm for MULTICUT using the above ideas and results.



An LP Formulation for Shortest Path 7We onsider the si one at a time in arbitrary order. For eah si grow a ball B(si; ) untilthe ondition of Theorem 1 is satis�ed. We know that suh a  ours in [0; 12 ℄. We removethe ball B(si; ) from further onsideration, pik another sj whih is still onneted to tj , andrepeat. We �nally output the union of the edges ut. The balls we obtain satisfy the followingonditions1. ti lies outside the ball B(si; ).2. C(si; ) < 2 ln 2k ~V (si; ).3. 6 9j suh that sj and tj lie inside the ball B(sj; ).For eah ut, it holds that ratio of C and ~V is less than 2 ln 2k. Sine the volumes removed aredisjoint and eah ut satis�es the above relation, the total ut is at most� 2 ln 2k � Total Volume� 2 ln 2k � 2�� 4 ln 2k � �This is the best known LP rounding for MULTICUT. LP rounding for MULTICUT has anintegrality gap of lnk.


